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I shall look in detail at the spectral variability of well-known AGN (esp 
Mrk 766 & MCG-6-30-15) and argue that much of what we observe is 
dominated by the effects of absorption (including partial-covering 
absorption) likely from an accretion disc wind.  I shall then describe the 
first stage in modelling the radiative transfer through such a wind.



The initial problem
mode to study the field surrounding MCG–6-30-15. Although

we primarily rely on the pn data here, the pile-up in the MOS-2

data can be reduced to , 5 per cent when using single events

only. Therefore we can use the MOS-2 data to check for the

instrument-independence of our results.

As of 2001 August, the official version of the XMM-Newton

Science Analysis Software (SAS) contained only a preliminary

model for the charge transfer efficiency (CTE) of the pn-chips.

Therefore, we used an internal SAS version implementing an

improved model for the EPIC-pn CTE (Haberl, private

communication). To avoid remaining response matrix uncertain-

ties, we concentrate on the energy range from 0.5 to 11 keV. To

produce EPIC-pn source and background spectra, we collected

events from two circles of radius 10 pixels on and off the source for

those times when the source count rate was below 14 counts s21.

This upper limit of the count rate is necessary to avoid phases

where the core of the MCG–6-30-15 point spread function was

slightly piled up. The total resulting EPIC integration time was

54 ks. We checked the background light curve for periods of

severely increased background, but none was found.

For spectral modelling, response matrices appropriate for the

improved CTE model and appropriate for the source position on

the EPIC chip were used. Furthermore, we corrected the exposure

time in the spectra for the ,71 per cent live time of the pn small-

window mode (Kuster et al. 1999) and performed simultaneous fits

with single and double events. We estimate that the overall

uncertainties in the spectral calibration and flux calibration owing

to these procedures are at most a few per cent.

3 THE IRON LINE PROFILE AND

ACCRETION DISC FITS

Fig. 1(a) shows the ratio of the 0:5–11 keV EPIC-pn data to a spectral

model consisting of a pure power law (fitted in the 2–11 keV band)

modified by Galactic absorption ðNH ¼ 4:1 £ 1020 cm22, using the

XSPEC PHABS model with cross-sections similar to those described by

Wilms, Allen & McCray 2000). Below ,2keV, there is significant

spectral complexity which is due to a warm absorber (Nandra &

Pounds 1994; Reynolds & Fabian 1995; Lee et al. 2001), possibly

superposed with a complex of relativistically broadened soft X-ray

recombination lines (Branduardi-Raymont et al. 2001). At

3–7 keV, a broad hump in the spectrum suggests the identification

with disc reflection signatures and, especially, the broad iron Ka
line.

The putative broad iron line is more apparent once the soft X-ray

spectral complexity has been modelled. This is not a trivial

exercise since the physical nature of this complexity is still a matter

of debate. To start with, we consider a warm absorber scenario (this

will be generalized to include soft X-ray relativistic emission lines

below). We assume that the continuum consists of a power law

modified by Galactic absorption. We also allow for the possibility

of intrinsic neutral absorption in MCG–6-30-15 (although the

best-fitting column density is always consistent with zero). By

fitting the high-resolution X-ray spectrum from the Reflection

Grating Spectrograph (RGS), we construct an empirical warm

absorber model (based on Lee et al. 2001) with absorption edges of

C V, OVII, OVIII and Ne X (at 392, 740, 870 and 1362 eV,

respectively, with best-fitting optical depths at threshold of

t ¼ 0:34, 0.87, 1.17 and 0.10), a Gaussian absorption feature

below the OVII and OVIII edges to crudely model blended

resonance absorption lines, and four moderately broad and weak

Gaussian emission features at observed energies of 0.885, 0.935,

0.995 and 1.06 keV, which are merely included to fit the RGS data;

we do not attempt to make a physical identification of these

features. After applying this empirical model to the data, the soft

X-ray residuals are reduced to less than 10 per cent, and the broad

iron line feature is much more obvious (Fig. 1b). The best-fitting

photon index is G ¼ 1:87^ 0:01 (goodness of fit x 2=dof ¼

2625=1719, all uncertainties are quoted at the 90 per cent level for

one interesting parameter, Dx 2 ¼ 2:71Þ.

We now consider the nature of the hard spectral complexity.

While it may be tempting to model the hump-like feature as pure

broad iron line emission, this is not a physically consistent model.

The equivalent width of this feature (measured relative to the

continuum at the iron Ka rest-frame energy) is ,1 keV, and it

would be impossible to obtain such a broad iron line without also

observing the X-ray continuum photons that have been back-

scattered from the accretion disc. Consequently, we will not

present pure broad iron line models and jump, instead, to more

physically motivated spectral models which include both iron line

fluorescence and the backscattered ‘reflection’ continuum. Within

the framework of such models, the 3–7 keV hump is a combination

of iron line fluorescence and backscattered continuum photons

(with the Fe K edge responsible for some fraction of the drop in

flux at ,7 keV).

We construct a spectral model appropriate for the case of

reflection from the Keplerian regions of an accretion disc around a

near-extremal Kerr BH ða ¼ 0:998Þ. The inner edge of the X-ray

reprocessing region is taken to be the radius of marginal stability,

rms ¼ 1:23rg, and the outer edge is taken to be rout ¼ 400rg. We fix

the inclination of the inner disc to be i ¼ 308 (Tanaka et al. 1995)

and note that our results below only slightly depend on the value of

Figure 1. (a) Ratio between data and model from fitting a power law to the

0:5–11 keV data. (b) Ratio from fitting a power law and the empirical warm

absorber model (see text). (c) Deconvolved spectrum of the Fe Ka band,

showing the total LAOR model and the continuumwith and without (dashed)

the reflection component for a model with reflection from an ionized disc.

For clarity, the data have been rebinned and only the single-event data

points are shown.
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spectral variability is key:



SVD-PCA MCG-6-30-15
2006 Suzaku xis+pin eigenvector 1

Suzaku xis+pin “constant”

2000/1 XMM-Newton eigenvector 1

XMM-Newton “constant”

Miller et al 2008 A&A 483, 437



PCA
NGC 4051 Suzaku eigenvector one

XIS
PIN

XIS

PIN

Epic pn

Mkn766 XMM eigenvector one

NGC 4051 Suzaku low-state offset

Mkn766 XMM low-state offset

type I AGN with long observations
show the same general features -

•power-law variable component with 
warm-absorber imprinted

•hard low-state with strong hard 
excess, strong FeK edge and additional 
absorption and emission features 
imprinted



The baseline model
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partial covering absorbed PL
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model fits to multiple flux states - Suzaku xis & pin 

Miller et al 2008 A&A 483, 437



model fits to multiple flux states - XMM-Newton mean RGS 
(simultaneous fit with pn)

Miller et al 2008 A&A 483, 437



Chandra data demonstrate the existence of complex 
ionised absorption: (i) log ξ ≃0.5 & (ii) log ξ ≃2.0

Miller et al 2008 A&A 483, 437



Chandra data demonstrate the existence of complex 
ionised absorption: (iii) log ξ > 3

• highly ionised outflow log ξ > 3, v ≃ 1800 km s-1 (Lee et al 
2001, Young et al 2005)

• these lines significantly affect the Fe Kα edge at low resolution
Miller et al 2008 A&A 483, 437



model fits to multiple flux states - Suzaku mean spectrum 
(same model parameters as multiple flux states)

Miller et al 2008 A&A 483, 437



towards a better future: wind models
• partial covering implies absorber and source are likely of comparable size

• coupled with 20ksec variability implies a (likely clumpy) accretion disc origin for 
the absorber(s)

• we should expect composite absorption and reflection from a clumpy wind

• winds are expected from high Eddington-ratio AGN (e.g. King & Pounds 2003)

not to scale!



simplified parameterised wind geometry, 
but full 3D Monte-Carlo radiative transfer

MNRAS 388, 611 (2008) 

NB significant improvement in over 
widely-used reflion “slab” model - assumes 
a constant dens i ty s lab wi th no 
atmosphere - accretion disc photospheres 
are not expected to look like that (e.g. 
Nayakshin et al. 2000)



a grid of wind models
viewing angle increasing away from disk
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(each grid point requires ~ 8 hours on 4 nodes of Beowolf cluster)

Sim et al. 2008



try it against some data...
2-10 keV XMM-Newton mean spectrum of Mrk 766

....but need to go to lower ionisation to fit entire 
spectral variability

• launch radius 385 rg

• wind opening angle 58°

• mass-loss rate 0.4 M☉ year-1

edge and blue-shifted Fe Kα absorption

S XVI

narrow Fe Kα 6.4 keV emission
from extra distant reflection

“red wing” produced by scattering and 
absorption as in reflion

Sim et al. 2008



Initial limitations: only K-shell ions, L, M-
shell ions now included. Now also 
improved ionization balance and thermal 
balance calculation. Also currently 
smooth and steady-state: clumpy time-
variable winds are next.
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Summary
• Fitting to mean spectra alone provides insufficient information to diagnose 

emission/absorption regions - spectral variability is key. Essential to use full 
range of available data: e.g. MCG-6-30-15 we can fit over entire the range 
0.5-40 keV at grating and CCD resolution, combining Chandra HETGS, 
XMM-Newton EPIC pn/RGS and Suzaku XIS/PIN (Miller et al. 2008)

• MCG-6-30-15 requires kinematically-distinct multiple absorption zones 
covering a wide range of ionisation. The full data is well fitted by additional 
partial-covering absorption plus some distant reflection

- explains the 2-6 keV red wing
- explains the relative constancy of the hard X-ray flux
- reduces the otherwise R>>1 reflection albedo

- explains the soft excess

- current observations cannot measure BH spin

• We expect winds to be driven off accretion discs. We have made the first 
steps at modeling the radiative processes in an accretion disc wind using 3D 
Monte Carlo (Sim et al. 2008)


